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1. INTRODUCTION 

This is the second in a series of our papers on generalizations and specializations ofregular and normal topological spaces. The 

first such paper has appeared in 2018[17]. Earlier,regular and normal topological spaces have been generalized in various other 

ways. p-regular, p-normal,  -normal and  -normal spaces ([7], [8], [10], [12], [15]) are several examples of some of these. 

Here we have introduced stronglypseudo-regular and stronglypseudo-normal spaces and studied their important properties. 

Manyimportant results about these spaces have beenestablished. 

We have used the terminology and definitions of text books ofS. Majumdar and N. Akhter [1], Munkres [2], Dugundji [3], 

Simmons [4], Kelley [5] and Hocking-Young[6]. 

Unless otherwise stated, every compact set considered in this paper will have at least two elements. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

We start with the definitions of  -normal, p -normal,  -normal spaces.  

A subset A of a topological space X is said to be regular open (resp. regular closed) if A=int(cl(A)) (resp. cl(int(A)),preopen ( 

briefly p-open) if A int(cl(A)),  -open if A cl(int(cl(A))),  -open if A cl(int(A)) int(cl(A)). 

Definition 2.1:A topological spaces X is said to be  -normal (resp. p-normal,  -normal [7]) if for every pair of disjoint closed 

subsets A and B of X, there exist disjoint  -open (resp. p-open,  -open) sets U and V of X such that AU and BV.   

We shall now define and study strongly pseudo-regular spaces as specializations of pseudo regular spaces (see [17]). 

III. STRONGLY PSEUDO-REGULAR SPACES 

Definition 3.1: A topological space X will be calledstrongly pseudo-regular if, for each compact set K and for every Xx

with Kx , there exist open sets G and H such that Gx and HK  and HG . 

Ex 3.1: X= ℝ with usual topology is strongly pseudo-regular. To see this, let K be a non-empty compact subset of X and let

KxXx  ,  . Then, by Heine Borel Theorem, K is closed and bounded. Hence, K may be written as K=  


1

,
i

ii ba
,
where

     jjii baba ,, if ji   .  

Let }{min
00 i

i
i aa 

,
}{max

00 j
j

j bb 
.
 Since Kx

,
one of the following three conditions must hold:  

(i) 
0i

ax   

(ii) 
0j

bx   

(iii) there exist
11

, kj aa  and 
11

, kj bb such that
1111 kkjj baba 
,
 and [

1j
a

, 1j
b ] and       [

1ka
1

, kb ] are consecutive 

intervals in K, and
11 kj axb   . 
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     If (i) holds, let 1 = 03

1
iax  , and let U1=( 11,  xx ), V1=( 11 00

,  ji ba ). Then U1, V1 are open and 

 11 VU . Also 11, VKUx   . 

    If (ii) holds, let 2 = 03

1
jbx  , and let U2=( 22,  xx ), V2=( 22 00

,  ji ba ). Then U2, V2 are open,

22 , VKUx  and  22 VU . 

    If (iii) holds, let 3 =  xabx kj 
11

,min
3

1
, and let U3=( 33,  xx ) and V3=  ( 33 10

,  ji ba ) (

33 01
,  jk ba ). Then U3, V3 are open, 33, VKUx  and  33 VU . 

Thus, X is strongly pseudo-regular.  

Theorem 3.1:  Every strongly pseudo-regular space is pseudo regular but the converse is not true in general. 

Proof: The first part is obvious. To prove the converse, let X={a,b,c,d} andℑ      cbacbaX ,,,,,,, . Then (X, ℑ) is a 

topological space. The closed subsets of X are      ddadcbX ,,,,,,, . Let K= a . Then K is compact and b K .Then we 

have open sets G= a , H= cb, such that K G , bH and GH  . Hence X is pseudo regular.G and H are the only 

disjoint open sets which contain K and b respectively.  

Now, we have H  dcb ,, , G  da, and  }{dHG . Hence X is not strongly pseudo-regular. 

Theorem 3.2: Any subspace of a strongly pseudo-regular space is strongly pseudo-regular. 

Proof: Let X be a strongly pseudo-regular space and XY  . Let Yy  and K be a compact subset of Y such that Ky  .  

Since K is compact in Y, so K is compact in X. Since X is strongly pseudo-regular, there exist open sets G and H of X such that 

Gy and HK  and HG . Let U= YG and V= YH  . Then U and V are open sets of Y where Uy and 

VK   and VU . Hence Y is strongly pseudo-regular.  

Corollary 3.1: Let X be a topological space and A, B are two stronglypseudo-regular subspace of X. Then BA  is strongly 

pseudo-regular. 

Proof:Since BA  being a subspace of both A and B, BA  is strongly pseudo-regular by the above theorem. 

Theorem3.3: A topological space X is strongly pseudo-regular if,for each Xx and for any compact set K not containing x, 

there exists an open set H of X such that 
cKHHx  . 

Proof: Let X be strongly pseudo-regular and let K be compact in X. Let Kx i.e; 
cKx . Since X is strongly pseudo regular, 

there exist open sets U, V such that VKUx  , and VU  and so VU .Then 
cc KVU  . So 

cVU 

=
cc KV  . Writing U=H we have

cKHHx   . 

Theorem 3.4:A topological space X is stronglypseudo-regular if X is completelyHausdorff . 

Proof: Let X be a completely Hausdorff space and K be a compact subset of X. Let x, y be two distinct points of X with Ky

and Kx .Since X is completelyHausdorff there exist open sets yG  and yH such that yGx  and yHy and 

 yy HG . Let }:{ KyH y  is a open cover of K. 

Since K is compact, so there exist a finite subcover {
nyyy HHH .........,,.........,

21
}of K. Let 

nyyy HHHH  ..................
21

and 
nyyy GGGG  ..................

21
. Then GxHK  ,  and we 

claim that HG . 

If HG , let Gz z
nyy GG  ..................

1
and Hz z

iyH , for some iy . This implies 

ii yy HGz  , which is a contradiction. Therefore HG . Hence X is stronglypseudo-regular. 
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Theorem 3.5:The product space X of any non-empty collection iX of topological spaces is stronglypseudo-regular if and only 

if each iX  is stronglypseudo-regular. 

Proof: Let  iX  be a non-empty collection of stronglypseudo-regular space and X = iX . We show that X is stronglypseudo-

regular space. Let K be a compact set not containing a point Xx  . Let  KK ii  , ii Kx   . Since the projection maps 

are continuous   ii KK   is a compact subset of iX .  Since Kx , there exists 0i such that 
00 ii Kx  . Since 

0
iX  is 

stronglypseudo-regular,there exist open sets 
00

, ii HG  in iX  such that 
0000

, iiii GKHx  and 
00 ii HG . For each 

0ii  , let ii HG ,  be open sets such that iiii GKHx  , . Let G= iiG  and H= ii H . Then HG , since 


00 ii HG  and HxGK  , .  Hence X is strongly pseudo-regular. 

Conversely, if X is stronglypseudo-regular, then we show thatfor each i , iX  is stronglypseudo-regular. For each i, let iK  be a 

compact subset of iX and ii Xx  but ii Kx  . Let KK i  and x= ix  then Xx but Kx . Then K compact by 

Tychonoff Theorem. Since X is stronglypseudo-regular, there exist open sets G and H such that Gx and HK  and 

HG  andG= iiG  , H= ii H , ii HG ,  areopen sets in iX  such that iiii GKHx  ,  and  ii HG  .  

Therefore iX  is stronglypseudo-regular. 

Theorem 3.6: Let X be a stronglypseudo-regular space and R is an equivalence relation of X. Then R is a closed subset of XX.  

Proof: We shall prove that 
cR  is open. So, let   cRyx , . It is sufficient to show that there exist two open sets G and H of X 

such that Gx and Hy and GH
cR . Let p:X

R

X
 be the projection map. Since   cRyx , ,    ypxp   i.e; 

  yppx 1 . Again, since  y  is compact and p is a continuous mapping, p(y) is compact. Also, let  iG be an open cover 

of   ypp 1
 in X, and let )( ii GpG  . Then }{ iG  is an open cover of p(y) in 

R

X
. Since p(y) is a singleton element in 

R

X
 

, there exists
0i

G such that
0

)( iGyp  in 
R

X
. Then by the definition of the topology in 

R

X
 and the nature of the map p, (i) 

0i
G

is open in X, (ii) )(
00

1

ii GpG   and (iii)   
0

1

iGypp 
in X. Hence   ypp 1

 is compact in X. So by the strongly 

pseudo-regularity of X there exist open sets G and H in X such that Gx  and    Hypp 1
 and HG . Hence

   Hyppy  1
 i.e; Hy . Since HG ,  )()( HpGp . Therefore GH

cR  and so

  cRHGyx , . 

Corollary 3.2: Let X be a stronglypseudo-regular space and R is an equivalence relation of X. Then 
R

X
 is completely Hausdorff. 

Proof: Let cls x  and cls y  be two distinct points of 
R

X
. Then clsx=  xp  and clsy=  yp for some Xyx , such that yx 

and   cRyx , . By the proof of the above theorem, there exist open sets xG and yG  in 
R

X
 such that cls x xG  and cls y

yG and  yx GG . Thus 
R

X
 is completelyHausdorff. 

We shall now define a new class ofspecializedpseudo normal spaces (see [17]), viz.,strongly pseudo-normal spaces and proceed 

to study them. 

IV. STRONGLY PSEUDO-NORMAL SPACES 

Definition 4.1: A topological space X will be calledstrongly pseudo-normal if, for each pair of disjoint compact subsets

21, KK  of X, there existopen sets G and H such that GK 1 , HK 2 and HG . 
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Ex 4.1: X= ℝ with usual topology is strongly pseudo-normal. To see this, let K1 and K2 be two non-empty disjoint compact sets 

in X. Then, K1 and K2 may be written as K1=  


1

,
i

ii ba
, 

K2=  


1

,
j

jj dc  where      // ,,
iiii baba if

/ii   ,

     // ,,
jjjj dcdc if

/jj   and      jjii dcba ,,  for each i and j.  

   For each consecutive pair  ii ba ,  and  jj dc , in the natural ordering in ℝ , let 

    jjiiij dcybaxyx ,,,:inf
3

1
  

and let 

 
,, ijiijiij baV 

, 

 ,, ijjijjij dcW 
.
 

Then, each Vij and each Wij are open, and 

 

 ijij WV .Let V=
ji

ijV
,

 and W=
ji

ijW
,

 . Then, V and W are open,

  
ji

ijijij

ji

ij

ji

WVWVWV
,,,

)()(   and VK 1 , WK 2 . 

Thus, X is strongly pseudo-normal. 

In the above ij

ji

VV 
,


, ij

ji

WW 
,


, because of the nature of Vij’s and Wij’s . 

Theorem 4.1: Every strongly pseudo-normal space is pseudo normal but the converse is not true in general. 

Proof:Let X be strongly pseudo-normal. Let 21, KK  be two disjoint compact subsets of X. Since X is strongly pseudo-normal, 

there exist open sets G and H such that GK 1 , HK 2 and HG .Since HG , so HG  Thus X is 

pseudo normal. 

Conversely, let X={a,b,c,d} and ℑ      cbacbaX ,,,,,,, . Then ℑ is a topology on X. The closed subsets of X are 

     ddadcbX ,,,,,,, . Let  aK 1 ,  bK 2 .Then K1and K2 are two disjoint compact subsets of X .We have open 

sets G= a , H= cb, such that GK 1 , HK 2 and GH  . Hence X is pseudo normal. Clearly, G and H are the only 

disjoint open sets which separateK1 and K2 respectively. 

We have G  dcb ,, , H  da, and so  }{dHG . Hence X is not strongly pseudo-normal. 

Theorem 4.2: Every open image of a stronglypseudo-normal space is stronglypseudo-normal. 

Proof: Let X be a stronglypseudo-normal space and Y a topological space and let YXf :  be an open and onto mapping. 

Let 1K  and 2K  be two disjoint compact subsets in Y. Since f is open,
1f is continuous,  1

1 Kf 
 and  2

1 Kf 
 are compact 

in X. Since X is stronglypseudo-normal,there exist open subsets U and V of X such that   UKf 

1

1
and   VKf 

2

1
 and

VU . Again, since f is open, f(U) and f(V) are open in Y and    UfKffK  

1

1

1 ,    VfKffK  

2

1

2 . 

Now  )()( VfUf . Since f is open , f is also closed. Therefore )(Uf is closed, hence  UfUf )(  . Since 

)()( UfUf  ,    UfUf  = )(Uf  . Similarly    VfVf  = )(Vf . Therefore      VfUf . Hence Y is 

stronglypseudo-normal.  

Corollary 4.1: Every quotient space of a stronglypseudo-normal space is stronglypseudo-normal. 

Proof: Let X be a stronglypseudo-normal space and R is an equivalence relation on X. Since the projection map p:X
R

X
  is 

open and onto, the corollary then follows from the above theorem. 
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Although a subspace of a normal space need not be normal (see [1], p. 109 ), we have the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.3: Every subspace of a stronglypseudo-normal space is stronglypseudo-normal. 

Proof: Let X be a stronglypseudo-normal space and XY  . Let 1K  and 2K  be two disjoint compact subsets in Y. Since 1K  

and 2K  are compact in Y, these are compact in X too. Since X is stronglypseudo-normal, there exist open sets U and V such that

UK 1 and VK 2  and VU . Let G= YU  and H= YV  . Then G and H are open sets in Y with property that 

GK 1 and HK 2 and HG . Hence Y is stronglypseudo-normal.  

Comment4.1: A continuous image of a stronglypseudo-regular (a stronglypseudo-normal) space need not be stronglypseudo-

regular (stronglypseudo-normal). 

For, if  1,TX  is a stronglypseudo-regular (a stronglypseudo-normal) space and  IX ,  a space with the indiscrete topology, 

then the identity map ),(),(:1 1 IXTXx  is continuous and onto. But  IX ,  is not stronglypseudo-regular 

(stronglypseudo-normal). 

Theorem 4.4: A topological space X is stronglypseudo-normal if for each pair of disjoint compact sets K1 and K2 , there exist 

open set U such that
c

KUUK 21  .  

Proof: Let X be a strongly pseudo-normal and K1, K2 be two compact subsets of X and  21 KK
.   

Since X isstrongly 

pseudo-normal, there exist open sets U, V such that VKUK  21 , and VU and so VU  . Then 

cc KVU 2  . So 
ccc KVVU 2

.
 Hence we have 

c
KUUK 21 

.  

Theorem 4.5:A topological space X is stronglypseudo-normal if X is completelyHausdorff . 

Proof: Let X be a completely Hausdorff space and A,B be two disjoint compact subsets of X. Let Ax and By . Then

yx  . Since X is completelyHausdorff, there exist open sets yG  and yH such that yGx  and yGy  and  yy HG

. Obviously }:{ ByH y  is an open cover of B.Since B is compact, so there exist finite subcover 

myyy HHH .........,,.........,
21

of B. Let 
myyyx HHHH  ..................

21
and 

myyyx GGGG  ..................
21

. Then xx GxHB  ,  and  xx HG  i.e; X is strongly pseudo-regular. So 

for each Ax  there exist two open sets xG  and xH  of X such that xGx  and xHB   and  xx HG . Hence 

}:{ AxGx  is an open cover of A. Since A is compact, so there exist finite subcover 
nxxx GGG .........,,.........,

21
of this cover 

A. Let 
nxxx GGGG  ..................

21
and 

nxxx HHHH  ..................
21

. Then G, H are open sets of X and  

HBGA  , and HG . Hence X is stronglypseudo-normal. 

Theorem 4.6: Every stronglypseudo-normal space is stronglypseudo-regular. 

Proof: Let X be a stronglypseudo-normal space. Let K be a compact subset of X and let Xx  such that Kx . Therefore 

 x and K are disjoint compact subsets of X. Since X is stronglypseudo-normal there exist open sets G and H in X such that 

  Gx   and HK  i.e; Gx  and HK  and HG . Hence X is stronglypseudo-regular. 

Theorem 4.7:Every normal T1- space is strongly pseudo-regular. 

Proof:Let X be normal and T1. Then by Theorem 3.10 of ([1], p. 108), for each Xx  and for each open set G with xGx  , 

there exists an open set xH in X such that xxx GHHx  ….(1) 

LetK be a compact subset of X and let Xy  such that Ky . We note that X is Hausdorff, hencefor each Kx , there exist 

open sets Gx and Vx such that xGx , xVy  and  xx VG . By (1),there exists an open set xH in X such that 

xxx GHHx   . Clearly ϰ= KxH x |  and so Ԍ= 
nxx GG ,........,

1
 is open cover of K. K being compact. ϰ has a 

finite subcover, say,  
nxx HH ,........,

1
. Let G=

nxx GG  .........
1

and V=
nxx VV  .........

1
 . Then G and V are open sets 

in K and VG  . Also if H=
nxx HH  .........

1
, then H is open, HK and Vx and VH  . Since

GHH
nxx ,........,

1
,

nxx HH  .......
1

 is contained in G and is disjoint from V.
nxx HH  .......

1
 is a closed set 
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containing
nxx HH  .........

1
 and so

nxx HHH  .......
1

 . Hence VH  . Now,there exists an open set W in 

X such that VWWx  . Then  WHH
nxx .....

1
 i.e, WH . Therefore X is strongly pseudo-regular. 
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